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PETS ON PARADE

RUGBY REEVALUATION

The suspended Rugby team did
not get to start its season but could
be reinstated next year.

The Student Senate is offering
a social event for students, the
president and pets.
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Charleston
experiences
2 fog types
By Roberto Hodge
News Editor | @BertoHodge
Charleston was blanketed in two types of
dense fog beginning Friday, which continued
into Saturday and ended Monday.
The city experienced Advection fog during
the day and then Radiation fog in the evenings.
Advection fog is when warm and moist air
moves over a cool surface, which allows the air
to be cooled by saturation from the ground
cooling the air.
Radiation fog, however, is more common in
the United States during fall and winter.
This type of fog forms overnight as the air
near the ground cools and stabilizes, according
to the National Weather Surface website.
Cameron Craig, Eastern’s climatologist, said
fog is a complex situation.
He said the sun usually burns off the fog, but
because of the high pressure those three days last
week, the cold air was rising to make stratiform
clouds.
Craig said the city experienced this because of
all the moisture from the rain and snow lately
and the warm air from the South.
He said it was “bizarre” because there was a
colder air front that moved it, which was hard
to forecast.
“We were having a huge change of the atmosphere that was very moist,” he said.
Craig said this type of weather is not out of
the norm for December.
He said the city’s fog lasted an entire day Friday, but Saturday almost experienced a freezing
fog, which is when moisture would have stuck
to everything creating a blanket of ice.
He said the conditions for the two fogs had
enough moisture to keep happening each day,
but because of the advectional fog, instead of the
sun heating up the air to remove the chances of
fog, it created more clouds.
“Essentially, we did have two types of fog,”
Craig said.
Roberto Hodge can be
reached at 581-2812
or rlhodge@eiu.edu.
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Kiara Adamson, 7 years old, makes crafts at the NRHH Winter Wonderland Party in the 7th Street Underground in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union Monday night.

Walking in a Winter Wonderland

NRHH volunteers entertain children with holiday-themed activities, music
By Sydney Edwards
Copy Editor| @DEN_News
The National Residence Hall Honorary hosted Winter Wonderland where members invited
the Charleston community to come and enjoy
holiday activities.
The NRHH decorated the 7th Street Underground in the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union with lights, wreaths and Christmas trees.
Guests were greeted with Christmas scenery
and music. People were able to participate in a
variety of activities such as decorating and enjoying Christmas cookies, creating four different
crafts, playing Bingo and eating popcorn.

"I feel like it is always Charleston versus Eastern. We want to bring
the community into us and invest in them in return."
Morgan Young, senior elementary education major and NRHH member

All the activities were set up in stations that
had an Eastern volunteer there to ensure that
children could enjoy the things provided. While
the children were making crafts, they received
a visit from special guest Santa Claus, who was
played by John Jaso, a junior history major.
Other guests included a reindeer and snowman

played by members of the Sigma Nu fraternity.
Morgan Young, a senior elementary education major and NRHH member, said she and
other members of the NRHH have been planning Winter Wonderland since September.
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Electronic journal database proves essential tool for library
By Luis Martinez
Entertainment Editor|@LPMartinez20
While Booth Library has access to a variety of
print periodicals for students, the library has an
even wider electronic journal database ready for
use.
Sarah Johnson, one of seven reference librarians, said students find the electronic journals more
popular than print.
“If you’re familiar with what a print journal is,
(an electronic journal) is an electronic or online
equivalent of that,” Johnson said. “It’s been quite
some time that Booth Library has been obtaining
materials in electronic format.”
Johnson said some of the electronic journals are
subscription based, while other journals are free
depending on who the publisher is. The library
typically pays an annual subscription to access
electronic databases with varying costs. Johnson
said sometimes the library buys electronic journals
in large qualities, and other times the library will
purchase electronic journals individually.
“(The electronic journals) are used more frequently, they are more easily accessible,” Johnson

said. “They can be used both on campus at multiple locations. They can also be used off campus for
any student with an EIU login.”
Johnson said Booth brings in different electronic journals depending on student and faculty needs.
“New journals are decided upon jointly by the
faculty and the library faculty,” Johnson said. “If
there’s a new course being developed that there is
a need for journals in that area, we can go out and
see if something could fit.
Journals can generally be added at any time, but
it depends on the budget and other factors too.”
Johnson said Booth brings in new journals depending on the needs of faculty curriculum, but
most subscriptions are available on an annual basis.
“It really does vary a lot,” Johnson said. “Sometimes the cost can be very similar to the print,
sometimes it can be cheaper, sometimes it can be
more expensive, and it depends on the publisher”
Johnson said the publishers set the prices for the
electronic journals.
While Booth has been using electronic journals
for many years, the library staff still plans on main-
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Sarah Johnson, a reference librarian, stands next to the print periodicals on display in Booth
Library. The library will still have access to print despite having a growing electronic journal
database.

taining its print periodical database.
“Generally when it comes to journals, electronic
is preferred,” Johnson said. “But some journals are
not available online, some won’t sell their journals
to library in electronic format, other times the one

costs is so expensive that we can’t get it.”
Luis Martinez can be
reached at 581-2812
or lpmartinez@eiu.edu.
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Local weather Last Prowlin’ with the Prez event to feature pets
TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Cloudy

Cloudy

High: 54°
Low: 45°

High: 50°
Low: 37°

For more weather visit dailyeasternnews.com
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By Cassie Buchman
Administration Editor | @cjbuchman

Students can mingle with President David Glassman and plenty of
pets at the Pets on Parade event at 4
p.m. Tuesday in the Bridge Lounge of
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
This is the last Prowling with the
Prez event for the semester.
Stephen Simpson, the vice president for academic affairs for Student
Senate, said Pets on Parade was also
put on last year and it was successful.
“It’s one of those events that we
don’t want to lose,” Simpson said.
Last year it was at Pemberton and
the animal shelter brought cats and
dogs to the event.
“ We already had a standard
amount of pets that were going to be
there, and other people brought their
pets too,” Simpson said.
Because it is going to be in the
Bridge Lounge this year, Simpson had
to go through scheduling and make
sure it was not too close to the food
court.
Simpson said people also had to
sign waivers saying they were responsible for their own pets.
The only animal Simpson was
asked not to have people bring was
a snake.
“I know someone is going to
bring a dog or cat; I’ve heard there
may or may not be a tortoise,”
Simpson said. “Someone’s bringing their fish. I don’t know if that’s
going to actually happen but it’s
unique; someone’s also bringing
their guinea pig.”
Simpson said everyone is welcome to bring a pet, not just students.Pets will also be able to compete in a pet contest, where owners can win ribbons and other items
like PetSmart gift cards.

To place an advertisement or classified ad in The
Daily Eastern News, call the ads office at 5812812 or fax 581-2923. Visit our online advertisements at dailyeasternnews.com/classifieds.
Comments / Tips
Contact any of the above staff members if you believe your information is relevant. aaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Simpson said for the main part,
the events have been successful.
“Premiering with the Prez was
the first event, and I feel like it was
too early and people did not necessarily know what the prowling with
the prez series was,” Simpson said.
“The next event, Pastries with the
Prez, was one of the better events
that we had as far as people coming
and staying not just for the sample.”
Simpson said having this Prowlin’
with the Prez in the Bridge Lounge
could help attendance.
“That’s a lot of traffic flow, so
even if people don’t bring their pets
they will want to stop by,” Simpson
said.

Simpson said students can come
to the gathering and tell Glassman
anything they want.
“Finals are coming up so they can
bring up that,” Simpson said.
Some students have been to every
Prowlin’ with the Prez event this semester.
“They will come just to talk to
him,” Simpson said. “Pastries with
the Prez, I don’t think he got to stop
talking because of how many people came.”
Simpson said they have tried to
have the event in different places so
Glassman can have exposure to different people.
“I feel like (students) want that

By Kevin Kroll
Staff Reporter | @DEN_News

“It's all about getting to know people and stepping
out of your comfort zone.”
-Moniesha Curry, President of Eastern's chapter of the NAACP
“It’s all about getting to know people and stepping out of your comfort
zone,” Curry said. “So it’s good to see
different types of people come and
have fun and socialize and just relax
and be themselves.”
Curry joined the NAACP organization in 2012.
The following year, she became
treasurer of the organization and now
this year she is the president.
The price of admission is $1, and
Curry said everyone gets to hang
out and get a bowl of the NAACP’s
homemade chili.
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The money made from the chili social fundraiser will go toward Image
Awards expenses.
The NAACP Image Awards is an
event celebrating the outstanding
achievements and performances of
minority students in the arts and it is
set to happen spring semester.
There will also be other things going on other than eating chili.
Curry said the organization would
provide games and music at the social.
She said there would be different card
games going on and possibly games
like Taboo or Scategories.

Jazz Combos l 7:30 PM
Call 581-3010 for tickets and information. Doudna Fine Arts Center

Employment
If you would like to work for The Daily Eastern News
as a reporter, photographer, columnist, cartoonist, copy editor, designer or videographer, please
visit at the newsroom at 1802 Buzzard Hall.

Don’t Stress! Ace That Test! | 11:00 AM - 1:00 PM or 5:00 PM - 7:00 PM
Learn test taking strategies. MLK Union

Attention postmaster: Send
address changes to:
The Daily Eastern News
1802 Buzzard Hall
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920

Cassie Buchman can be
reached at 581-2812
or cjbuchman@eiu.edu.

Gregory Hayes, the vice president
of the NAACP, said the event is a
good way to relax before finals week.
“We do this event because we know
that finals week can stress you out,”
Hayes said. “So we just try to come
up with events that will relax everybody and get their minds off of the
books for a little while.”
Hayes said this event is a great
way to get people interested in the
NAACP organization and that it
is a great way to bring people together. Curry said her favorite part
about the social is seeing people
come out and enjoy the chili. This
is the last social of the semester.
Kevin Kroll can be
reached 581-2812
or krkroll@eiu.edu.

What’s Happening on Campus?

Corrections
The Daily Eastern News is committed to accuracy in its
coverage of the news. Any factual error the staff finds,
or is made aware of by its readers, will be corrected as
promptly as possible. Please report any factual error you
find to Editor-in-Chief Stephanie Markham at 581-2812.

Printed by Eastern Illinois University
on soy ink and recycled paper.

connection to the president, and
they come so he can see their face,”
Simpson said.
Some plans Simpson has for next
semester are Painting with the Prez,
Pancake with the Prez, Panther Party with the Prez and Pinata with the
Prez.
Next semester, he said he hopes
there will be more attendance.
“A lot of my time is put for these,
and one a month is very time consuming,” Simpson said. “But I enjoy
putting it on.”

Chili social brings students together before finals

Students will be able to enjoy a hot
bowl of chili this winter season during
the National Association for the AdThe Daily Eastern News
vancement of Colored People’s Chili
social.
dailyeasternnews
The NAACP organization will be
hosting its second annual chili social
@DEN_News
event.
Visit our website: dailyeasternnews.com
The first chili social was put on in
January. The chili social will be at 4
p.m. Wednesday in the Cultural CenAbout
The Daily Eastern News is produced by the students of
ter on 600 Lincoln Ave.
Eastern Illinois University. It is published daily MonThe event is open to anyone.
day through Friday, in Charleston, Ill., during fall and
Moniesha Curry, the president of
spring semesters and twice weekly during the summer term except during university vacations or examiEastern's chapter of the NAACP, said
nations. One copy per day is free to students and faculshe likes the Chili Social because it
ty. Additional copies can be obtained for 50 cents each
in the Student Publications Office in Buzzard Hall.aaaa
gives people a chance to socialize and
see new faces.
Advertising

Get social with The Daily Eastern News
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Sophomore chemistry major Alexa Certa plays with her dog Penny, a 17-week-old Australian Shepard, during Pets
on Parade in Pemberton Hall on Nov. 18, 2014. The Student Senate will be hosting another Pets on Parade event
on Tuesday where students can mingle with President David Glassman.

English MA: MA Comprehensive Exams | 8:O0 AM
Coleman Hall
Check out more upcoming events at www.eiu.edu/eiu360/
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House decorating competition begins
By Mackenzie Freund
City Editor | @mgfreund_news
For about 15 years, members of
the community has decorated their
houses for the Spirit of the Holidays
house-decorating contest.
This year, 12 residents have entered their houses in the contest so
they can compete for the available
prizes.
Kaylie Pruett, recreation supervisor for the Charleston Parks and
Recreation department, said the
prizes were donated by businesses and range from small coupons to

larger coupons, like dinner for two
at a restaurant.
“We like to keep our prizes under wraps until we find out who
the winners are, that way it is a
surprise for them as well,” Pruett
said. “Our competitors also compete for bragging rights in their
neighborhoods.”
Pruett said prizes have always
been offered to the winners of the
contest.
The houses are judged based on
five categories.
These categories are lighting, creativity, cohesiveness, technical and

spirit.
Pruett said the houses are scored
out of 50 points and the houses
with the best scores are the winners.
“The best lit houses or the most
unique houses will generally bring
in higher scores,” Pruett said.
The 12 houses that were entered
into the contest created 3 divisions
based on their locations.
Each division will have a first,
second, and third place winner, Pruett said.
Pruett said there is no set theme
that needs to be followed when the
residents enter their houses into the

contest other than they has to be
holiday related.
“We like to have unique houses
that light up the town,” Pruett said.
Pruett said the judges tend to
look at the way the house is decorated so they can understand what
the resident was trying to do while
decorating before they begin judging in their categories.
The judges can be anybody from
the Charleston community.
This year, the judges are members of the Charleston community,
as well as some Eastern students.
“We like to bring in people that

are excited about the holidays and
will enjoy what they are judging.”
Pruett said.
Registration for the contest itself
ended on 5 p.m Dec. 5th but judging is set to begin at 6 p.m. and end
around 9 p.m. on Wednesday, Dec.
10th.
Pruett said the parks and recreation department would love to
see more entries when the contest
comes around next winter.
Mackenzie Freund can be
reached at 581-2812
or mgfreund@eiu.edu.

Trees on display in preparation for holidays
By Mackenzie Freund
City Editor | @mgfreund_news
Old Main will display six
Christmas trees in preparation for
the traditional holiday gatherings.
Community members are able
to come and join the Eastern community during the annual event.
The gathering at Old Main is
planned to take place from 10
a.m. to 11:30 a.m. Friday and 5
p.m. to 7 p.m. Monday from both
gatherings will take place in the
Cougill Foyer of Old Main.
This year, the gatherings are
called “A Magical Holiday at Old
Main” and will also display six
decorated holiday trees.
Vicki Woodard, Eastern’s coordinator of public information,
said the trees have been part of the
tradition for a while.
According to a press release,
students at the Ashmore, Carl
Sandburg, Jefferson, Mark Twain
and Lake Crest, Oakland elementary schools did the decorations
on five of the trees.
“Each year has had a different
theme,” Woodard said. “The students try to match the ornaments
they are making to the theme of
the gathering.”
Woodard said there seems to be
an increase in attendance during
the night gathering so families can
see their child’s decoration.
Woodard also said it is a good
event for the community to participate in as well.
“ It’s a g o o d o p p o r t u n i t y t o
b e a b l e t o g i ve t h e c o m m u n i ty an outlet and a reason to come

MOLLY DOTSON | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

An ornament made by a student from Jefferson Elementary School hangs on a tree in Old Main Monday.

to campus and get to know it,”
Woodard said.
Parking is available after 5 p.m.
in most university parking lots,
there will be parking in the “X”

lot, east of Old Main available for
those attending Friday’s event.
Woodard said the Friday event
usually consists of employees that
cannot attend Monday’s event.

If family members cannot attend the gatherings but still want
to see the ornaments their kids
made for the trees they can still
see them at a public viewing be-

tween 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. until Monday.
Mackenzie Freund can be reached
at 581-2812 or mgfreund@eiu.edu.
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Tobacco Ban is a Success

Cheyenne Fitzgerald

How to find
motivation
Everyone has those days where they simply do not feel like they can get motivated to
do much of anything. Personally, I am always
struggling to convince myself to get up and go
to all of my classes.
Most people have also heard the phrase,
“Look good, feel good.” When someone dresses up they tend to feel more motivated to get
through their day. I also think that phrase can
work for how you view yourself.
Recently I started going to the gym once
a day and getting a good sweat in. It has also
come to my attention that getting through my
day has begun to be rather easy.
Going to the gym takes time out of your day
but who can say that they don’t have an hour
where they are watching television, an hour
on social media or even an hour playing video games. Everyone loves his or her free time,
but sometimes the gym can be the best place to
spend free time.
After a good workout a lot of people admit
that they feel less stressed and those who have
gone in angry usually say they left a little more
cooled down over the issue.
Adding a short amount of time in the gym
to your schedule may also help you get into a
routine and push you to get some things done
that you wouldn’t have had motivation previously.
Being on a routine that makes time for
the gym forces me to get my homework done
when I planned to get it done instead of constantly procrastinating by pushing it back “just
one more hour.”
It also helps me get better sleep at night
because I’m usually tired by the time I am finished with my day. When I’m getting into bed
I don’t lay there for hours letting my thoughts
get the better of me because I’m simply to tired
to just lay there.
Working out doesn’t only benefit your motivation and success in getting things done, but it
also makes you feel better about yourself.
In college I truly believe every one battles
with self-esteem issues.
There aren’t very many college students
who can walk into a room and feel 110 percent comfortable in their own skin. I know
for myself since I’ve started working out daily
I’ve become more confident when I walk into
a room.
Not only do I feel fit, but I simply feel more
energetic and social because I’m awake from
the workout instead of groggy from a couple
hour nap.
I know it’s almost unrealistic to plan on
going to the gym every day, and I’m not saying
I do that either. Usually I try to go during the
week and leave my weekends open for eating
out, going out and hanging out.
I am aware that some students have heavy
school schedules, while some also work a job
and go to school full-time.
Those people may not believe it is possible
to squeeze any time into their day for the gym.
However, it’s always a great reminder to myself
that I have the same amount of hours in the
day as Beyoncé and she gets things done.
Cheyenne Fitzgerald is a senior journalism and
psychology major. She can be reached at 581-2812
or cmfitzgerald@eiu.edu.

Editorial Board
Editor- in-Chief
Stephanie Markham
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Staff Editorial

Be smart, learn to avoid phone scams
It has been reported that over the last few
weeks a phone scam has been affecting students
on campus.
The article titled “UPD warns students of
phone scam” in Monday’s edition of The Daily Eastern News said students have reported
receiving calls about from the IRS telling students they were delinquent on student loans.
Students were told to pay instantly through
a wire MoneyGram or a wire transfer to avoid
getting in trouble or even arrested.
Do not fall prey to this scam or phone call.
The IRS will never call students about paying
student loans. They will only send a letter.
This is an issue not only affecting students
on Eastern’s campus, but it is affecting students throughout the country as well, including
Michigan, Wisconsin and Georgia.
The FBI posted on their official website
on Sept. 28 warning students and consumers about the phone scam that primarily targets
college students.
A caller will deceive the student by using
and displaying the FBI’s telephone number on
the student’s caller ID.
The scam has reached Eastern, but students
should have nothing to worry about and avoid
the call.

The UPD also issued a warning to students
on the EIU website on Nov. 3, warning students of the scam.
There are ways to avoid getting scammed to
fall victim to this.
The article from The News advises students
to ask the caller for name, rank, badge number,
agency’s name and telephone number, and to
say to the caller they will call them back later.
Asking for this information is important
because a caller may not always to be able to
provide this information or if information is
provided, students can report it to check the
legitimacy of it.
Most likely it is just someone attempting to
make a student fall victim to a scam.
College students are the students often being
targeted because college students may not be
keeping a close eye on their financial records or
accounts.
The Lane Community College Community website says that many scams also involve
ways to convince to earn money in easy ways.
Students are often finding easy ways to obtain
money without working, and scams may look
promising to some.
Do not fall victim to anything like this. We
are all college students, so we should be smarter

than to fall for something like this.
There will never be anyone calling for money by asking for your social security number,
credit card number or other personal information.
If someone calls you through an unfamiliar area code just ignore it. What are the odds
that an FBI number is calling you for a legitimate reason?
There are also plenty of scams on the Internet, and while they may look interesting, they
are not true.
You will never be the exact 100,000th person visiting a website, so you will never win
money or shopping spree from this.
You most likely do not have family that is
royalty in a different country asking for a loan
promising to pay you back with a ridiculous
amount of money.
You will never win a sweepstakes you never
signed up for.
Be aware of the scam that is currently affecting students on campus, and be sure to never fall for something like this or anything else
online.
The daily editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Daily Eastern News.

Being wrong is learning experience for all
My mother never had a problem telling me
I was wrong when I was wrong.
Oh sure, she was there to pat me on the
back, kiss my fore head and give me a standing
ovation when I did something fantastic or was
right about something, but my god if I was ever
in the wrong I never heard the end of it.
However, of the many times that I was
in the wrong, like when I talked back when
I shouldn’t have or when I beat the snarky
remarks out of my younger brother when I
shouldn’t have--the one vital incident that
altered my understanding of being wrong was
when we disagreed on a political platform.
See, though my mom is no saint, she is an
angel, one that protects me from sounding like
the biggest moron on this planet.
Unfortunately, I decided that after an extensive lack of research that consisted of mere
rumors as my element of support, I was the
bearer of all things true and my mom was
nothing more than an incompetent bystander.
Aside from knocking some much needed sense into me, my mom gave me the greatest advice she could offer: question everything
including your beliefs because what you believe
in could be a lie and then what will you end up
defending?
Despite the brutal beating my pride and ego
may take, I happily invite opposing views into
my mindset because I would rather be proven wrong than live my entire life engulfed in a

Managing Editor		
Katelyn Siegert		

News Editor
Roberto Hodge		

Analicia Haynes
world of lies.
It’s so much easier to build a fort around
your pre-existing views and protect them from
the infiltration and penetration of the opposition because we want to feel like wee have
this almighty power of truth that everyone else
should follow.
We want to feel like we’re right all the time.
Therefore, we barricade ourselves in the safety
of our own fortified bunkers, wrapped in blankets and pillows made of Egyptian cotton all
while avoiding the possibility of being wrong.
From the time we were able to roll over and
say “mama” we were taught to strive for perfection.
This false ideology that lingers from generation to generation produces this fear of being
wrong as well as the fear of facing the humiliating consequences that stem from it.

Associate News Editor		
Jehad Abbed		

Photo Editor 		
Chynna Miller		

It’s that very same fear that creates this sense
of egocentrism in which everything you believe
is the golden rule and cognitive dissonance prevents opposing beliefs from penetrating your
thick skull.
Yet, the fear never ends and those who are in
the wrong continue to share false information
because others fear they might offend the person making the accusations.
In my household, my views were always
challenged so that way I could not only find a
concrete reason for why I believe in something
but in case I was ever wrong I could find out
what I had to do in order to be right.
Not being told that I’m wrong because
someone doesn’t want to offend me is a much
greater offense than an arrow, fired by Robin Hood, striking my neck with a bill for forest
damage attached to it.
It’s OK to be wrong and it’s OK to tell
someone when he or she is wrong.
Face your fears and be humble and willing
to learn from others but don’t be a crude, heartless monster when correcting someone.
Unless you are Mary Poppins, no one is perfect.
We are all prone to making mistakes but the
only way you’ll look like an idiot from a mistake is if you don’t learn how to correct it.
Analicia Haynes is a freshman journalism major. She
can be reached at 581-2812 or achaynes@eiu.edu.
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By T’Nerra Butler
Multicultural Editor | @DEN_News
Students looking for ward to
an ugly sweater party during the
Christmas season can join the EIU
American Marketing Association at
5 p.m. Saturday at the Penalty Box,
1419 Fourth St., Charleston.
The association has been planning this for the last five weeks, and
Colin Severing, the vice president
of the organization, said different
Christmas themes would be used
during the party.
Melinda Olson, the vice president of events, said the party shows
the campus what “great” marketers
the organization includes.
“An event like this something fun
that students would be looking for
on a Friday night anyway,” Olson
said. “It says we are both a great academic organization and a fun organization.”
Olson said a lot went into planning the party, including meeting
the owner of the Penalty Box and
creating advertising tactics.
She said the idea of the ugly

sweater theme was seasonal. Olson
said she knew people would love to
dress up in their ugliest sweaters.
She said the association got the
idea after attending a national conference and hearing about another
chapter doing something similar.
“We’re hoping to create a fun,
care-free, silly environment with
lots of holiday spirit,” Olson said.
“We want people to dress as silly as
they can, and we’re even rewarding
them with a Penalty Box gift card
for doing so.”
Games and karaoke will also be
available. Last semester the organization hosted a party similar to this
one, but it was a beach bash.
Severing said the group made
around $500 to $600.
In the hopes of raising money for
a trip to New Orleans, the organization has made the event into a fundraiser.
The association plans to use the
event as a fundraiser each semester with different themes, Severing
said.
The trip is a conference that provides students with internship and

scholarship opportunities.
Usually the association does a
hotdog stand on the corner of Lincoln Avenue, which is a fundraiser
that targets students coming from
the bars.
Olson said members try to appeal to the students in a number of
ways.
“We really host things that students on campus would want to
come to and/or can benefit from,”
Olson said. “We know how to reach
our target audience (students on
campus) and what they would be
willing to pay for to help fund our
organization.”
The party is $5 for a wristband
and $7 at the door.
It is only 21 years old and up for
the party.
Severing said last semester the association tried to make it possible
for people under the age 21 to enter
and have different wristbands, but it
did not happen.
T’Nerra Butler can be
reached 581-2812
or tabutler@eiu.edu.
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Students from the EIU American Marketing Association, pose for photos at
the Penalty Box for their Beach Bash fundraiser. The students raise money
for a trip to a conference each year during this trip students meet other
members from different chapters and have scholarship and internship opportunities. This year’s fundraiser will be an “ugly sweater” party.

Students take part in nonfiction literary reading
By Luis Martinez
Entertainment Editor| @LPMartinez20
Students of an advanced creative
nonfiction class will be performing
some of their written work from in
a public literary reading.
The reading is titled “The Ghost
of the Writer’s Present” and will
take place at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday
in 7th Street Underground in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
The course is taught by Charlotte Pence, an assistant English
professor, and the reading will feature original works from students
in the course.

»

WONDERLAND,

“ We are doing this with the
help of volunteers,” Young said.
“We brought in anyone who volunteered to help.”
Young said the Winter Wonderland is not only a way to bring in
the Christmas spirit.
She said it was also supposed to
be a way to bring the Charleston
and Eastern community closer.
“I feel like it is always Charleston versus Eastern. We want to
bring the community into us and
invest in them in return,” Young
said.

McKenzie Dial, a graduate English student, will be one of the
performers giving a reading on
Wednesday.
“The Ghost of The Writer’s Present is a creative nonfiction readi n g d i re c t e d by Dr. C h a r l o t t e
Pence’s Advance Creative Nonfiction course,” Dial said. “The reading will feature the work of John
Brown, Andrew McCue, Hillary
Fuller, Cayla Wagner, Ty Noel,
Lisa Rhodes, and myself, all of
whom are students enrolled in the
course.”
Dial said the reading was created as a way to help showcase the
talent of the student writers in the

creative writing department.
“Throughout the semester, students improve their craft and develop longer works of creative nonfiction,” Dial said. “The end-ofthe-semester reading is a way to
display student work and give the
writers an opportunity to engage
with the broader EIU community.”
Cayla Wagner, a graduate history
student and another student in the
course, said the idea for the theme
of the reading came from the popular Christmas play, “A Christmas
Carol.”
“The Ghost of the Writer’s Present is the theme for Dr. Pence’s advanced nonfiction class, as a play

on the Ghost of Christmas Past
from ‘A Christmas Carol,’” Wagner said. Present is used instead of
past because most of our readings
are given from the ‘I’ perspective.”
Wagner said besides the holiday-themed name, the reading itself would not be holiday themed.
“Each semester, creative writing
classes put on a class reading to the
public to share the creative works
written throughout the semester,”
Wagner said. “It’s an act of celebration to celebrate the end of the semester and the works students have
written. Plus, it’s just a nice way to
unwind at the end of the year.”
Only seven students from the

advanced creative nonfiction writing class will be allowed to give
readings.
Each of the students will read
one nonfiction story they wrote for
class.
They will have five minutes to
perform their readings.
“It started in classroom workshops at the beginning of the semester,” Wagner said. “Students
have had the chance to be critiqued
by their peers and edit their work
all semester long.”

ers by volunteering.
T h e b ro t h e r s h e l p e d o u t by
decorating the space before the
Christmas celebration and by ensuring the popcorn was always
fresh.
Lohr said he thinks that the
NRHH is making a difference by
inviting the Charleston community to campus.
Charleston resident Amanda
Adamson said she thinks Winter
Wonderland is a way to bring the
Charleston and Eastern communities together.

Adamson said that she attended last year and it is a good way to
enjoy activities with her children.
Young said the Christmas celebration would also be enjoyable
for Eastern students.
“Eastern students could have
fun too if they love kids and love
to volunteer,” Young said. “(Volunteering) is great way for students to help out with the community.”
Young said she was able to revel
in with the crafts the NRHH provided for the kids herself.

“I had fun with the crafts just as
we were picking them out and setting them up,” Young said.
While it is important for the
Eastern students to enjoy volunteering with NRHH, Young said
it was her main goal for the local
children to have fun.
“ We w a n t t o k i d s t o h a ve a
good time. They should be able to
enjoy their time here,” Young said.

Luis Martinez can be
reached 581-2812
or lpmartinez@eiu.edu.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Anthony Rodriguez, a junior
communication studies major,
said he thinks Winter Wonderland
was a good way to open up campus.
“We are able to interact with local residents of Charleston,” Rodriguez said. “We need to be more
inviting to campus.”
Rodriguez and his fellow Sigma
Nu brothers, Christian Lohr, a junior kinesiology and sports studies major, and Mason Karsteter, a
freshman undecided major, were
helping out their fraternity broth-

Sydney Edwards can be
reached at 581-2812
or skedwards2@eiu.edu.
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UB offers iceless skating event
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By Shadezja Garrett
Staff Reporter | @DEN_News
A host of kids and students gathered in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Ballroom Monday night for
the University Board’s Special Events’ Winter Pantherland event.
This event featured free
cookies, hot chocolate and
a skating rink made of solid
polymer tiles.
Aaliyah Stephen, the UB
Special Events coordinator,
said she got the idea from
last year’s indoor roller skating event and wanted to give
the campus something new
before the semester’s end.
Stephen said when she
was first hired she wanted to
do the event.
“I wanted to do something different. Eastern
hasn’t seen an iceless skating rink and, originally, it
was supposed to be held at
the campus pond, but it just
wasn’t going to work out,“
Stephen said. “So I just decided to go a different route
and bring in an iceless skating rink, since the union
doesn’t allow ice on their
floor.”
Stephen reached out to
Record-A-Hit Enter tain ment, which offers services
that include carnival games,
inflatables, novelties, rides
and an iceless skating rink.
In addition to the iceless
rink, the UB provided metal
plated ice skates, benches, a
tarp for floor protection and
music.
“I searched for companies

Andrea Wolford, a senior sociology major, helps her 3-yearold son Zion ice skate Monday at the Winter Pantherland
event in the University Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University
The NewUnion.
York Times Syndication Sales Corporation

With this being the last
event for the UB this semester, Stephen gave insight on
what to expect next semester.
Stephen said she plans on
continuing the video game
event, which she debuted
last semester.
She said it attracted a big
crowd and a lot of students;
she also said she wants to introduce new events to the
campus, including a paintball event and teddy bear
decorating.
“I just want to do bigger
and better things and continue to bring things to EIU
that hasn’t been done before,” Stephen said.
Rachael Willis, a senior
biological sciences major,
was volunteering with the
P L AY p r o g r a m , St e p Up
Dancers. Willis, along with
other volunteers, were supervising the children while
they were ice-skating.
They were preparing for
a Christmas performance in
the 7th Street Underground
when one of the volunteers
mentioned an iceless skating
rink upstairs.
“ We brought about 15
to 20 children to the event
and when they heard about
an iceless skating rink, they
all ran to their parents in excitement, asking to go ice
skate,” Willis said. “So we
collectively decided to go to
the University Ballroom and
enjoy some free ice skating.”

For Information
1-800-972-3550
who do iceless
skating rinksCall:for
what they offer. They
For
Release
Tuesday,
December
2015
and I found Record-A-Hit also came and8,did
the set up
and they offer a nice price of the rink,” Stephen said.

Shadezja Garrett can
be reached at 581-2812
or sdgarett@eiu.edu.
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Off the shelves
5 Boys in Baja
10 Lines on a
64-Across: Abbr.
13 Golfer Bob or his
golfing son Kevin
14 Pollute
15 1954’s Battle of
Dien Bien ___
16 Eleven en
français
17 Relative of
euchre
18 Riddle-me-___
19 Christmas
feature?
21 Mars or Neptune
23 Letter after
11-Down
24 “Why, I ___ …”
26 Actor Thomas of
“Me and Earl and
the Dying Girl”
28 Gets the family
back together
30 Surprisingly
enough

32 Author Leon
33 Place to get a
wrap
36 Open a tad
37 Sausage served
with kraut
39 Gainsborough’s
“The Blue Boy”
and others
40 Came out on top
41 Tool that raises a
guitar’s pitch
42 Name used by
five popes
44 Rain boot
46 Appear
47 Newspaper
puzzle suggested
by this
crossword’s gray
squares
49 All squared up
51 Chef’s hat
52 It’s on the house
55 ___ de parfum
56 Subject of three
laws of Newton
59 “Yikes!”
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61 U.S. women’s
soccer star
Krieger
62 Captured, as fish
63 Republican
strategist Karl
64 Uber app feature
65 Horizontal lines
on graphs
66 Increased
DOWN
1 Old Pontiac
muscle car
2 Has
3 Frequent enemy
in comics set in
the 1940s
4 Bad thing to cry
over?
5 Bee food
6 ___ all possible
7 Negative
conjunction
8 Completely
asleep
9 Tools used to
break concrete
10 Nautical pole
11 Letter before
23-Across
12 Chop ___
14 Crooked
20 Time since the
Big Bang
22 Quizzical sounds
24 What we have
25 Syllabus divisions
26 Magical power
27 Singer Jackson
with 26 #1
country hits
29 € € €
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PUZZLE BY BRENDAN EMMETT QUIGLEY AND JOEL FAGLIANO

30 Opposite of “Yer
durn tootin’!”

41 Betty Crocker
product

52 Not just a slap
on the wrist

31 Geographic
depression

43 “That makes
sense”

53 Frankenstein’s
aide

33 Listing in a
browser history

44 Prey for a lion

34 Professor ___,
Clue suspect

47 Australian “bear”

35 Fool
38 Agreed-___

45 Protagonists
48 Outfit
50 Volcano’s
opening

39 Actress Catherine 51 Pick in an office
of “Dynasty”
pool, maybe

54 Gutter locale
57 “___ scale from
1 to 10 …”
58 Subject for
Grover Norquist
60 Morning
moisture

Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 7,000 past
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Read about and comment on each puzzle: nytimes.com/wordplay.
Crosswords for young solvers: nytimes.com/studentcrosswords.
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1512 A Street, P. O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489 – Fax 345-4472
www.woodrentals. com

Rentals for 1 or 2
Rent now or Spring Term
From $290-440
Call for appointment

1,2,3 AND 4 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
* Quiet
locations
* As low as
$285/mo each
person

For
Appointment
Phone
217-348-7746

820 LINCOLN AVE, CHARLESTON, IL
Office Hours 9-5 M-F, 9-3 Sat
WWW.CHARLESTONILAPTS.COM

CLASSIFIEDS
For rent
1 and 2 Bedroom Apts. Across from
Buzzard. 217-345-2416
_______________________ 12/10
Rooms available for rent in a 4 bed,
2 bath house on 9th Street in
Charleston. Walking distance to EIU
campus. Furnished. W/D, utilities
included. $435/month. Call Laurie
at 314-283-9535.
_______________________ 12/14
For Spring & Fall 2016, 1, 2, 3 and
4 BR Apts. 348-7746
www.CharlestonlLApts.com
_______________________ 12/14
See our properties at
ppwrentals.com 217-348-8249
_______________________ 12/11
GREAT LOCATIONS 1, 2, and 3
bedroom apts available August
2016 ppwrentals.com
217-348-8249
_______________________ 12/11
AVAILABLE JANUARY 2016 one
bedroom apt ppwrentals.com
217-348-8249
_______________________ 12/11
DOUDNA IS JUST A STEP AWAY!
DON’T MISS OUT 2BD AVAILABLE
1/1/16. OPENING FOR FALL 2016 2,
3, 4 BR APTS. sammyrentals.com
CALL OR TEXT (217) 549-4011 OR
(217) 348-0673.
_______________________ 12/14
Village Rentals 2016-2017 Leasing
Student Housing. Newly remodeled
1 and 2 BR Apts. Water and trash included. 217-345-2516.
www.charlestonvillagerentals.com.
_______________________ 12/14
Fall 2016: Very Nice 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 BR
Houses, Townhouses & Apartments. Excellent locations! 1 - 3
Blocks from Campus.
217-493-7559. myeiuhome.com
_______________________ 12/14
Very nice 6 BR, 3 bath house behind
Family Video. Very nice unit with
excellent parking. $275/person for
6 people or $350/person for 5. 217493-7559 myeiuhome.com
_______________________ 12/14
BOWERS RENTALS - FALL 2016 1,
2, 3 BR leases available. Great locations close to campus! Check out
1011/1015 Grant or 1718 11th
Street! Affordable rates starting at
$300/mo. Call or text 217-345-4001.
See all our homes at eiuliving.com
_______________________ 12/14

For rent
BOWERS RENTALS - SPRING SEMESTER 6 month lease available.
Call or text 217-345-4001.
eiuliving.com
_______________________ 12/14
3 bedroom apartment. 1801 9th
Street. $497.50 per person. Includes
utilities, cable, internet. Contact
217-345-RENT.
_______________________ 12/14
Available in January. 1 and 2 BR
apartments. 3 blocks from campus. Call Buchanan Street Apts.
for more info. 345-1266.
_______________________ 12/14
2 BR large apartment with W/D and
central air. Call Buchanan Street
Apts. 345-1266.
_______________________ 12/14
www.CharlestonILApts.com
_______________________ 12/14
LARGE 3 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENT FOR FALL 2016. A 10
MONTH LEASE AND ALL FOR ONLY
$185 PER STUDENT. CALL FOR AN
APPOINTMENT. 345-3664.
_______________________ 12/14
www.tricountymg.com
_______________________ 12/14
Park Place, Royal Heights, Glenwood, Lynn-Ro. 4 great locations
with the size and price to meet your
needs. 217-348-1479
tricountymg.com
_______________________ 12/14
Available Now! 1 & 2 Bedrooms.
Close to Campus. Call or text
217-273-6820
_______________________ 12/18
Spring 2016 and Fall 2016 - 1 & 2
Bedrooms. Renting now! Call or text
217-273-6820
_______________________ 12/18
Attention Sororities and Fraternities! 3-7 Bedrooms, some houses on
parade route. All appliances included, including washer and dryer.
Several pricing options. 962-0790.
Panther Properties.
_______________________ 12/18

Call in your news tips
at 581-7942

NEED TO FILL A POSITION?
Find your next great employee by placing a help
wanted ad in the DEN!
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Coach uses past experience to lead team
By Maher Kawash
Staff Reporter | @DEN_Sports
The Eastern baseball team has a
new coach.
Jason Anderson was brought on as
head coach this year after serving as
the team’s pitching coach the previous
three seasons.
Anderson has had a storied career
as he has plenty of experience with
the game of baseball such as playing
Division One baseball and playing
professionally in the MLB.
Anderson is from Shelbyville and
found a passion for the game at a
young age.
He said although it was frowned
upon, he played in two different little
leagues as a kid because his passion for
the game was so strong.
During his senior year at Danville
High School, Anderson boasted a
14-1 record as well as earning all-state
honors.
He also tied the Illinois state record
at the time for most consecutive shutouts with six in a row that season.
Anderson was drafted by the Kansas City Royals coming out of high
school in 1997, but he made the decision to go to school and play collegiate baseball at Illinois.
“It was a tough decision to not sign
out of high school, but it turned out
to be one of the best decisions I have
ever made,” Anderson said.
During his time at Illinois, Ander-

“The game of baseball has taught me
patience more than anything. It taught
me to understand that everything is a
process in baseball.”

Jason Anderson, New Head Baseball Coach

SOURCE: EIU ATHLE TICS

Jason Anderson became head
coach for the Panther’s baseball
team and uses his past experience
to teach the team.

son earned All-American and Academic All-American honors as well as
earning awards such as Illinois Newcomer of the Year, George Huff Academic award, and Big Ten Pitcher of
the Year in 2000.
After two years of playing for the
Fighting Illini, Anderson was drafted
by the New York Yankees in the 10th
round of the MLB draft in 2000.
He made his major league debut
for the Yankees on March 31, 2003
against the Toronto Blue Jays.
“Nothing can really top the feeling I had during my major league de-

but,” Anderson said. “The feelings
and sense of accomplishment you get
when you run out to the mound for
the first time is a special thing.”
Anderson went on to play 12 years
of professional baseball for the Yankees, Mets, and Indians, as well as
some of that time spent in the minor
league with the Cubs, Phillies, and
Padres.
As a relief pitcher, Anderson and
posted a 2-0 record with a 6.39
Earned Run Average and 19 strikeouts over his three seasons in the
MLB.
In 2004, Anderson was designated for assignment by the Mets and
would return to the MLB once more
in 2005 with the Yankees.
After the 2005 season, Anderson
spent the rest of his career in the Minors, then would go onto retire in
2011 due to the birth of his son.
After a short coaching stint with
his alma mater, the Fighting Illini,
Anderson joined the Panthers’ base-

ball program as a pitching coach.
Anderson comes from a family that
was never really into the game of baseball, as he is the only one in the family who has played the sport.
Although his family was not familiar with the sport, they were still his
biggest fans.
He has strong family ties, and he
said his family is one of the reasons he
chose to coach at Eastern as he is close
to his hometown, Shelbyville.
“They have always been there for
me despite not knowing much about
athletics,” Anderson said.
As he has officially taken over the
program as head coach, Anderson will
be able to use his experience as a ballplayer to guide his players.
“I just try to use my experience to
give them some perspective,” Anderson said. “I utilize the journey as a
way to teach them about the process
it takes to get where they want to be.”
The game of baseball has taught
Anderson plenty throughout his ca-

reer.
“The game of baseball has taught
me patience more than anything,”
Anderson said. “It taught me to understand that everything is a process
in baseball.”
Anderson comes into this season
with plenty of expectations to turn
this program around, as the team is
coming off a season where they posted
a 13-36 overall record.
According to Anderson, winning
everything across the board will be the
key to rebuilding this program.
“Of course we want to win games
and championships, but we want
to win all the little things first,” Anderson said. “We want to win in the
weight room, and we want good
grades in the class room so we can
represent our school in the right way.”
The team does not have much experience as they are coming in as a
young team with 22 underclassmen
on the roster.
Although, they come in with little
experience, Anderson is confident in
the talent he has on the team.
“We have the ability to win games
sooner or later once these guys can
figure it out,” Anderson said. “It’s going to take some time, but we have
the horses on the field so we just need
to get them that experience.”
Maher Kawash can be
reached at 581-2812
or mwkawash@eiu.edu.

Women’s track signs 2 new athletes for next season
By Mark Shanahan
Staff Reporter | @DEN_Sports
Women’s track and field coach
Tom Akers announced the addition
of two All-State athletes that will be
joining the team next season.
Abby Nicholson and Sophia
Keith each signed with the track
and field team who won the conference in the indoor season and
placed second in the outdoor sea-

son.
Nicholson, who attends Jamaica High School, competes in throws
and has advanced to the IHSA Class
1A State Championships the past
three years.
She placed third in the state in
discus last season with a throw of
131 feet 3 inches. She won the sectional title in shot put while she was
runner up in the Tolono Unity Sectional.

As a sophomore she went to state
by winning both event titles at the
St. Joseph-Ogden Sectional.
She was fourth in discus that year
and finished 10th in the state in
shot put.
As a freshman, she earned her
first trip to state by winning both
events at the Catlin Sectional and
went on to eighth in the state in
discus.
Keith, who attends Pinckneyville

Bobs
Bookstore
Used books bought and sold.

High School, competes in sprints
and has also advanced to the IHSA
Class 1A State Championships the
past three seasons. She was fourth in
the state as a junior in the 400-meter run with a final time of 58.40
seconds.
She won both the 400 and
200-meter events at the Nashville
Sectional.
Her time in the 400-meter was
58.38 seconds and her time in the
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Mark Shanahan can be reached at
581-281 or mmshanahan@eiu.edu.
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200-meter was 26.41 seconds.
As a sophomore she won both the
400 and 200-meter runs again at
the Chester Sectional.
In her freshman season she went
to state in both events, as she placed
second in the 400-meter run and
fourth in the 200-meter run at the
Sparta Sectional.
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Rugby team suspension to be analyzed
By Sean Hastings
Sports Editor | @DEN_Sports
All of the fall sports teams have
wrapped up their respective seasons, but the women’s rugby team
did not even have a chance to start
their season.
The status of the program is
currently “suspended” by Eastern
with the chance of being reinstated
next year according to athletic director Tom Michael.
“We are going through a complete analysis of all our sport programs,” Michael said. “This is being done as part of the process to
determine if we are offering the
right number of sports for EIU.”
He added that there are many
variables that will be taken into
account through the analysis that
will hopefully be completed in the
spring.
Eastern will bring in an outside
consultant to help determine some
of the information needed to complete the analysis.
“ So m e o f t h e a r e a s t h a t w e
will looking at will include Title IX compliance, conference affiliations, geographical recruiting/
scheduling opportunities, overall
sustainability and financial implications,” Michael said.
While Eastern says that the program status is being re-evaluated
for the possibility of reinstating
the program, former players and
former player and current Quinnipiac coach Becky Carlson do not
see it the same way.
Carlson, who was also a graduate assistant coach, said that there
have been issues with the program
for a few years now and not just
this year.
Carlson said that the rugby athletes have not been treated the
same as the other athletes over the
years.
Carlson played tennis at Eastern
and said the treatment was completely different.
It was cut in their eyes.
On e e x a m p l e o f t h e “u n f a i r
treatment” was that the team was
receiving .8 of a scholarship, which
is only about $500 a player.
If each of the players received
the full scholarship for a roster
of about 15, it would be around
$300,000 for an average.
Carlson said it does not take
that much money to run a football team and wondered where the
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Junior wing Jasmine Gardner dives for the ball at Rugby practice Sept. 3, 2014. The rugby team did not have the chance to start its season this year, but it
could be reinstated next year after reevaluation.

rest of that money went and what
it did.
“EIU is notorious for using trier three sports for subsidized football which they are not supposed
to do,” Carlson said.
Michael said one of the reasons
for “suspending” the program was
to keep the players safe.
The number of players on the
roster has been declining over the
years, and last year a couple of
matches had to be canceled due to
not enough players being healthy.
The same thing played into this
year.
“In our conversations with
(coach Frank Graziano) at the
time and as we assessed that with
our athletic trainers we deter mined that for the health and safety of the ladies on the team that
it wasn’t prudent for us at that
point in time for us to participate
in a match because of our limited squad size,” Michael said. “We

weren’t going to participate in a
match with being under low numbers and put them in that situation.”
The “suspension” or “cutting”
of the program also does not allow Eastern to play in the first ever
NCAA varsity rugby championship.
Eastern played as the first Divison I NCAA team in the nation
when Carlson was on the team.
Other players have expressed
their unhappiness with the situation of the rugby program including last year senior Ellen Wilson.
Wilson said that 75 percent of
their practice clothes were from
the women’s soccer team and the
seniors didn’t get recognized until
a few months after at a basketball
game.
“It felt like the athletic department was trying to placate and
hinder the program instead of
helping it and become a force to

be reckoned with,” Wilson said.
Wilson added that she was uniformed that the “suspension” or
“cutting” of the program was going to happen.
Wilson said she has not spoken
to members of the athletic department since their “failed” attempt
at honoring their senior moment.
Eastern was one of the top
teams at Eastern posting 10-0 undefeated season in 2008, 2009
and 2011. The team only lost one
game in 2010.
The reinstating of the program
is currently up in the air and being
evaluated by the university just like
they will evaluate every sport, but
for Carlson and Wilson and more
former players, this hit them hard
and feeling like they were treated
unfairly.
“Basically I feel like EIU has no
interest in saving the program and
have gone about it in the shadiest way possible to bring it to an

end,” Wilson said. “It started by
satisfying their Title IX violation
and it hasn’t grown from that. IF
they would have actually nurtured
the program who knows what great
things would have happened from
it. I mean they barely did anything with it and it produced one
Olympic athlete who knows what
else could have happened. They are
pretty much using scapegoat for
their money issues thinking cutting
rugby will help but it won’t.”
Former Eastern player Lauren
Doyle will be competing in the
Olympics in Rio for the United
States.
For now, there is no Eastern rugby team even after posting some of
the best records in school history.
Now it is time to see what happens.
Sean Hastings can be
reached at 581-2812
or smhastings@eiu.edu.

Eastern volleyball brings in 6 recruits for 2016
By Sean Hastings
Sports Editor | @DEN_Sports
The Eastern volleyball team announced the signing of six players
that will join the team next season in
2016.
The Panthers will be losing five seniors to graduation in Stephanie Wallace, Marah Bradbury, Kayla Nesbitt, Abby Saalfrank and Chelsea Lee.
Coach Sam Wolinski said she thinks
the girls they have brought in will be
able to fill those positions.
Wolinski brought in Alissa Danosky from Batavia High School in
Batavia, Illinois, Anna Fehribach from
Bishop Chatard High School in Indianapolis, Indiana, Kennedy Klusendorf of Ernest Righetti High School in
Santa Maria, California.
She also brought in Hayley Richardson of Jefferson College and is

from O’Fallon Missouri, Maggie
Runge of Bettendorf High School
in Davenport, Iowa and Katie Sommer of Boswell High School in Fort
Worth, Texas.
“I’m excited about the class we do
have coming in,” Wolinski said.
The Panthers are looking to replace
their outside hitters and some more
depth to the middle with the losses of
Lee, Nesbitt and Saalfrank.
Fehribach will come in as an outside and will be one of the players to
replace Nesbitt and Lee on the pin.
Sommer plays right side on her club
team but Wolinski said she has the
ability to move to the pin as well.
“(Fehribach) is going to be a really good player for us,” Wolinski said.
“She’s been playing on the outside this
past season for her club.”
Wolinski said she has the ability to swing out of the back

row and is really athletic.
In the recruiting class, the Panthers
are getting some players who have
good ball control and will be able to
help the Panthers in that part of the
game.
Wolinski said the Panthers will
want to run some offense from the
back row and these players will help
them do that.
“Our current players and the players coming in are versatile and that
helps us and gives us some flexibility
where we need to have position wise,”
Wolinski said.
Danosky is from the Chicagoland
area whose parents both attended
Eastern. She also came to the Eastern
volleyball camp this past summer.
“(Danosky) just excited to be a
Panther and being at EIU,” Wolinski
said. “That’s a kid versatility wise that
will help us in the back row. Probably

a little undersized in the front row but
when we use her in practice that way,
we have that ability with her.”
Klusendorf has been trained as a
setter and will help the Panthers be
three deep in that position. But also
played an OH2 position for her club
team.
“(Klusendorf ) not a true terminator but a kid that gets placement
kills,” Wolinski said. “She was passing
and playing better defense than her
club libero so that was cool.”
Richardson will be transferring
from Jefferson College after playing
two years there. She is a lefty just like
Saalfrank was and help the Panthers
having a left on the right said Wolinski said.
“(Richardson) a six rotation kid so
she just brings that consistency,” Wolinski said.
Sommer is a Texas kid and Wolin-

ski said she is a very dynamic player
and will surprise a lot of people.
“(Sommer) is a work horse,” Wolinski said. “She’s going to get it done
and I think she has the potential to
either play right side or outside with
some work. She just needs to improve
her ability to play six rotations.”
Runge was one of the first players
that Wolinski brought in.
“We definitely wanted her,” Wolinski said. “Her and I built a relationship and she built a relationship with
coach (Peter) Green.”
Runge said at the end of the summer that Eastern is where she wanted to be. She will be playing in the
middle for the Panthers helping add
depth there.
Sean Hastings can be
reached at 581-2812
or smhastings@eiu.edu.

